
Tamara Cakic, Helena Ursic, Irena Ipavec, Polona Kete and Irena Cavdek from Slovenia worked on
this contribution. Tamara describes how the newspaper “VEČER” reports about the Chernobyl 
catastrophe in its number of the 30th April 1986. Helena presents two articles from the newspaper
“Delo”. The first one is from the 29th April, the second from the 30th April 1986. Irena contributed
an article from the weekly newspaper “PRIMORSKE NOVICE”. It was published on 6th May 1986.
Polona presents an article from the weekly journal Mladina. It was published on 9th May. Last but
not least Irena Cavdek presents two articles. The first one is from the weekly newspaper “Naš to-
variš”. The number was published on 8th May. The second one is from a journal for women and
family, published on 6th June 1986.

Tamara Cakic:

VEČER (30th April 1986)

Slovenian newspaper VEČER was issued in Maribor (2
nd

largest city in Slovenia with 119 000 inhabitants)

What are the extensions of the accident at the soviet nuclear power plant Chernobyl?

Soviet Union asked for help

They are striving to put out the fire in the nuclear reactor – did the core melt? Radioactive cloud over the
Europe

Yesterday the Soviet Union – after the previous day its gov-
ernment gave notice, that there had been some damage on one of
the reactors of nuclear power plant Chernobyl, 130 km north of
the Kiev – asked Sweden and Federal Republic of Germany for
help by putting out the fire in this reactor. It is still not complete-
ly clear what are the extensions of this accident, for which Swe-
dish experts foresee has happened already on Saturday’s afternoon. However, after discussion with soviet diplo-

According to the reliable soviet sources, damage
at the nuclear power plant Chernobyl has hap-
pened at the moment when the reactors were
stopped to be cleaned. They started to suspend
the radiation and took care for safety measure-
ments respectively evacuated the population.



mats, representatives of atomic agencies of Sweden and FRG declared, that there are signs which indicate that
the graphite core of nuclear reactor had melt. The American experts yesterday also expressed the same fear. This
would be the worst catastrophe in the history of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.

The winds have carried the radioactive cloud over Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Poland and Federal
Republic of Germany, however the cloud is now returning to Soviet Union because of changes in the wind direc-
tion. Swedish experts claim that radioactivity is decreasing and that there is no danger for inhabitants of Nordic
countries. According to Slovenian meteorolo-
gists likelihood, that the winds would carry the
radioactive cloud over the Balkans, is little.

Public notification

Serious matter

Did a serious disaster or perhaps even a catastrophe
occurre in one of three reactors of soviet nuclear power
plant Chernobyl, which the world in history of use of
nuclear power for peaceful purposes does not remember?
This is the question that nuclear energy experts all
around the world have been asking themselves with fear
yesterday, yet no one could offer clear and unequivocal
answer along with miserly data – they were also still
guessing when the accident occurred – not even the In-
ternational Atomic Energy Agency, since the Chernobyl
power plant is not on the list of those, that agency in the
Soviet Union can control.
There are several signs, that this is not the case of just
one of the damages on nuclear reactor in the world. This
is supposed to be first disaster of this kind in the Soviet
Union; the latter had announced the news – if the fore-
casts are true – only 48 hours later. Finally here is also
the fact that the Soviet Union asked two countries –
Sweden and West Germany – for help in the endeavor to
put out the fire in nuclear reactor.

The matter is therefore serious!



A meeting of representatives of the commission for nuclear safety, the Institute Jožef Stefan, the ecology insti-
tute, the hydro meteorological institute, the republican staff of civil protection and some republic administrative
agencies was yesterday held at the parliament of S. R. Slovenia under the direction of the vice-president dr. Boris
Frlec in connection with the newspaper news about nuclear accident in the Soviet Union and the news about
increased radioactivity in Sweden and Finland.
The representative of ecology laboratory reported, that no influences of that nuclear disaster were noticed in S.
R. Slovenia. The situation is normal. From the picture and the report of hydro meteorological institute of S. R.
Slovenia resulted that the possibility of spreading the contaminated atmosphere towards the Balkans is small
with regard to wind directions and especially because the air masses cannot move unimpeded because of the
friction and the mountain barrier of the Carpathians.
In Slovenia and Yugoslavia the radioactivity of environment is constantly and systematically inspected over the
network of the measuring points. Ecology laboratory with a mobile unite and the expert commission for nuclear
safety will in the next days gather information and observe the situation. Public is going to be each time fully
informed about all the gathered information.

Helena Ursic:

Delo (29th April 1986):

The position of the article:

The article was published in the cover page, but in a very small black frame. Its position implies the
fact that the information of the accident came into newspaper with the very last redaction.

The content:

The article had an interesting title: »Radioactivity in Sweden«. It continued with explanations that
the high rate of radioactive particles was probably caused by the incident in Chernobyl and not by
Swedish or Finnish nuclear plants (as they thought before).

The Soviet Government informed the public about the breakdown in the reactor the day before. The
authorities were trying to prevent the catastrophe and help the injuries. The certain number of the



victims was still unknown at that moment. The Government also set up a special commission to find
out the reasons for the accident and its dimensions.

Delo (30th April 1986):

The position of the article:

The article was published in the cover page and third page (covering the whole page). The main news
about the accident was supported by the information about past accidents in nuclear plants, general
information about the nuclear energy etc.



The content:

The information about the serious accident in the nuclear plant was at that moment confirmed. Slo-
venia was not directly endangered. Help was coming to Chernobyl from many European and also
other countries.

The author of the article also concentrated on question what was the reason that the Soviet Gov-
ernment informed the neighbor countries so late about the accident. His remark, however, was not
supplied with any explanations.

Irena Ipavec:

PRIMORSKE NOVICE No. 36, (6th May 1986):

Primorske novice, which is the newspaper of the Primorska region (Slovenia), was published weekly
(on Tuesdays) in 1986 with a print run of approximately 18.000 which is a quite decent number for
Slovenia. The first issue which reported on the Chernobyl accident was No. 36 and was released on
6th May 1986, while the previous issue (No. 35, 29th April 1986) did not mention anything about it yet.

The most interesting fact is that there are two short articles regarding the Chernobyl on the cover,
the first one with the task of informing and the second one with the task of philosophizing on the
future of a mankind. The Slovenian public was apparently so well informed in the other media in the
days before that those two articles did not mention the place, reason and time of the accident at all,
but spoke mostly about further safety measures concerning the Primorska region in particular.
However, the majority of attention was still dedicated to the 1st May celebrations.

Radiation is decreasing



The recommendations of the Republic Headquarters for Civil Protection are still valid mostly because
of potential long-term consequences and precaution.

On Sunday, the Republic Committee for Informing convened a press conference in Ljubljana where
members of the Republic Headquarters for Civil Protection in an extended team (together with spe-
cialists for different ranges of areas) handed information on safety measures and previous and fur-
ther activities concerning radioactivity in Slovenia.

The most important deduction of Republic Headquarters is that the radioactive radiation has been
decreasing. Of great importance is also the weather forecast which states that in the mid-week cold-
er air can be expected. This indicates that air masses above our country will completely change. In
addition, the following was told: “The condition in the Primorska region is a bit better than in other
parts of Slovenia in the last few days because of the good weather circumstances.”

The Republic Headquarters of Civil Protection had a telephone number which was dialled by nearly
thousand people. However, since Sunday it does not operate anymore because the inhabitants will
be informed regularly through the media.

In spite of this, some recommendations are still valid, mostly because of the prevention and possible
long-term consequences of the influence of the radiation on the population. Hence the children are
recommended not to play in a sandbox, wet grass and stay outdoors while raining. The smallest
amount of precipitations was measured in Nova Gorica, Vojsko and Portoroz where the rate of pollu-
tion was also the lowest. The restriction of movement for pregnant women and children has been
cancelled. However, the prohibition of drinking rainwater is still valid and even cattle should not con-
sume it. It is still prohibited to feed cattle with fresh food and it is also recommended for the citizens
not to eat vegetables which were grown in Slovenia, as washing does not help much. Within these
days vegetables from the Primorska region will be examined, which can be done only by republic
inspectors. This is the reason they have examined only those that come from the part of the Central
Slovenia within the past week.

As we were told on the conference, the Republic Headquarters (and also the Municipal Headquar-
ters) will be working day and night and will be constantly informing Slovene public about potential
further measures.

Polona Kete:

MLADINA

Mladina is a Slovenian weekly left-wing current affairs magazine. Mostly it is focused on political fields,
but it covers also economy and culture.
It was first published in 1920 and since then, Mladina has become a voice of protest against those in
power, now printed weekly throughout the country, making it one of the most influential political
magazines in the country

Originally was founded as the official herald of the Youth Section of the Yugoslav Communist Party
in Slovenia. After the prohibition of the Communist Party in 1921, the journal kept circulating in a
semi-illegal position and has become herald of the radical leftist and anti-capitalist youth in gen-
eral.



In the 1930s, the journal ceased to exist due to the repressive pressure of the authorities, but it
was re-established during World War Two, in January 1943, as the journal of the underground anti-
Fascist resistance movement. After 1945, it was again transformed in the official herald of the Youth
Section of the Communist Party of

S loven ia.
In the 1980s it became a political paper that was the voice of opposition and has gained in populari-
ty. The most controversial period was the spring of 1988 (so called Slovenian Spring), while political scene
in Slovenia was slowly going in direction of separation from Yugoslavia.

After Independency of Slovenia in 1991, Mladina stayed radical newspaper, which is not hostile to the
government, but just skeptical journalists pushing the government to make better choices.

Mladina, no. 17, (9th May1986):

First report of Chernobyl catastrophe I have found was in issue of Mladina no. 17, which was pub-
lished on 9.5.1986 and was first number after the accident. The previous issue no. 16, which was
released on 25. 4. 1986 (the day of the accident) did not mention anything about it yet.
But in issue no. 17., there were some main articles dedicated to accident, NPPs, nuclear safety in
strong disagreement with government of USSR and their state after the accident.

Catastrophe is mentioned already in the editorial, which is titled “Atomska bomba iz Černobila – 
Atomic bomb from Chernobyl”.
At the beginning it is firstly mentioned, that they do not want to promote hate to the nations of
USSR, just they want to express strong disagreement with them (especially with USSR government)
and with hundreds of “peaceful atomic bombs, which are spread worldwide”- as they have named
NPPs.
After this the article is focused on long-term effects of nuclear radiation on human and nature.
The final part of article is dealing with NPPs and nuclear energy in Yugoslavia- with continuing or not. For
“grande finale” there are some propositions for people and government:
- referendum for or against construction of NPP Prevlaka
- conference about program of construction 4 new NPPs in Yugoslavia
- government to express position of the country about Chernobyl accident



At the footing of the article there is a call for people to come and protest against “Involuntary expo-
sure to the radiation”, to prevent construction of NPPs in Yugoslavia and such accidents as in Chernobyl.
Proposal for equipment which one should bring was umbrellas, gas masks, etc.

Next article in issue no. 17, was interview with Martin Spenc, sociologist, who s opinion is strongly
against NPPs and nuclear energy. In the article they are dealing mainly with sociological aspect of
NPPs, nuclear energy, uranium mines in different parts of the world. In a part an interview is espe-
cially focused on ant-nuclear movements and Greenpeace, countries with NPPs, but without any
decent anti-nuclear movement (France, f.example), impact of NPPs on society,etc. Nuclear accident in
Chernobyl is not mentioned, because interview was done after congress about nuclear energy,
which was held in Ljubljana, Slovenia. This was before accident in Chernobyl has happened.
Another column was published in issue no. 17, named “Po katastrofi” or “After disaster” Author Darko
Štrajn is equate Chernobyl accident with events, which change everything, moral norms, decades, per-
spective of life and everything is different as it was before. So he is comparing Chernobyl with
World Wars 1 and 2, Hiroshima, French revolution, etc. In column he is manly philosophizing
about catastrophes, aspects of them on ideology on the case of Chernobyl.

Mladina, no. 18, (16th May 1986):
Another article, which I want to mention, was published in next issue of Mladina, no. 18, one week
later. It was short photo-report of protests against nuclear energy, exposure to radiation and
construction of new NPPs in Yugoslavia. Under Photo- reportage there was Protest statement with
requirements to the government of Yugoslavia and condemnation of happenings in USSR and Cher-
nobyl.



Irena Cavdek:

Naš tovariš TV 15 (8th May 1986):

Naš tovariš was weekly newspaper, which was published by League of Combatants of NOV
(the National Liberation War) and Union of senior solders in support of Slovenia.

Nuclear cloud from Chernobyl
This year is no exception: Big parade and fireworks in Moscow for 1st may. At the same time
Scandinavia, Poland, northeast Europe and also our country was covered in radioactive cloud.
The 48-hours late Russian warning about what happened in Chernobyl finally stopped guess-
ing what caused increased amount of radiation in Scandinavia. Official explanation was that
one of the nuclear power plants is damaged. In later messages Russians said there is no need
to be alarmed, since things in Chernobyl are improving. But next days world could see that
this was not only Soviet Union problem, but international ecological problem. World is only
one and wind that carries radiation does not care about borders.
In Soviet Union, which rejected help from western countries, there must be different type of
safety philosophy when it comes to building nuclear power plants. Not one is reinforced with
concrete. There are still 16 to 20 nuclear power plants in Soviet Union similar to the one in
Chernobyl. If there is an accident like this again, would be notice sent sooner. Or maybe So-
viet Union will react the same way even if the danger would be bigger?
Today there is approximately 300 nuclear power plants in world, but according to research
most of the countries are not capable of prevent accidents. The latest catastrophe in Chernobyl
is proof that pollution is not matter of a single country, but a universal problem.

Naša žena (6th June 1986):

Naša žena is magazine with articles for women and families.



Chernobyl and us

We asked people how they feel about Chernobyl acci-
dent. Mostly they were confused because of late and con-
flicting reports in foreign and national media. Will we
learn anything from this?

Nevenka Zwelf, student:
I am a future x-ray specialist, so I know how harmful
radiation can be. When I heard about accident I was in
shock and also scared because of different information
about it. I was angry because Soviet Union did not report
accident immediately. People were frightened because
they did not receive proper information about fruit and
vegetables, use of rainwater. My opinion about building
another nuclear power plant in Slovenia is that the one in
Krsko is enough.

Lazo Krivic, electrical engineer:
For three days I did not know about accident because I
was to busy and had no time to read newspapers or watch
television. I have not heard even a single rumour about it,
although everybody was talking about it. When I learned
about accident, I did not worry too much, because it was
already too late. Of course we all started to think about
necessity of building nuclear power plants and they
should be replaced with other energy forms. I think that
we need new nuclear power plants because of fast devel-
opment, but in our country we do not have economical
resources for investment like this. It should also be con-
sidered that building nuclear power plant is harmful to
environment and I would never want to live near it.


